This ’n’ That
By Merl Reagle

ACROSS
1 Dumbstruck
6 “Proud” guys
11 Bottom layer
15 Healthcare prefix
19 Avis, to Hertz
20 Singer Turner’s autobio
21 Let Us Now Praise Famous Men author
22 A brother Karamazov
23 The ___ (name for a shop owned by two guys?)
25 The ___ (name for a butcher shop?)
27 Auction declaration
28 The ___ (name for a pet shop?)
30 The dog on Frasier
31 Simian, for short
33 Composer Satie
34 Go over again, as a line
35 Elite squad
38 Presbyterian officer
41 Omit, as a syllable
43 Shake like ___
44 Snick-or-___ (machete)
45 Name for a fast-food joint?
49 + : abbr.
50 Geo. Lucas alma mater
52 Stiller married her
55 Earth’s beginning?
56 Acapulco aunt
57 The ___ (name for a hofbrau?)
60 Space vehicle
62 Ferry island
64 Singing brother who went solo
66 On the Road guy
68 N.Y. neighbor
69 Works like a fax machine
72 The ___ (name for a bar that shows reruns?)
74 Complicated, as a breakup
75 Word in Robin exclamations
76 Tubby water animals
77 Long-haired bird dog
79 “Give ___ a few”
81 Hellish fellow
83 The ___ (name for a bar that shows Hee Haw reruns?)
87 The end ___ perfect day
88 Rock concert sufferer?
90 Scowl or frown
92 Schwarz of toys
93 Selma’s home: abbr.
94 Name for a shop owned by two guys?
97 Love nest falling-out
99 Chicken choice
101 Rolls’ colleague
102 Blood of the gods
104 Of musical sounds
105 Able to get around
108 Actress Turner
110 Farm refrain
113 Certain Arab
114 The ___ (name for a Chinese eatery?)
117 With 40 Down, immersed
121 The ___ (name for a Spanish Inquisition museum?)
123 The ___ (name for a lingerie boutique?)
125 Comic strip created by Jeff MacNelly

DOWN
1 Barks heard by Annie
2 Airplane/copter hybrid
3 Of grandparents
4 Notorious box opener
5 Antlered one
6 Galileo, by birth
7 RFK’s post, under JFK
8 Moe’s missiles
9 Have ___ (know somebody)
10 South Carolina river
11 “One Planet, One People” group
12 Blow___
13 Religious faction
14 Rodent reviler’s cry
15 Erred in sketching
16 Outwit, as a posse
17 Roman province that became Romania
18 Signed
20 New Deal agcy.
24 “They ___ a physician, but they are sick” (Matt. 9:12)
26 Yossarian’s roommate
29 Tax returns?
34 Most mature
35 Daisy Mae’s drawer
36 Shampoo ingredient
39 Moon lander
40 See 117 Across
44 Break a
48 In Ivanhoe
50 Legal claims on property
53 The ___ (name for a tanning salon?)
55 Native Israelis
56 Debauchee
57 African nation
58 Sheds tears
59 Canvas mount
62 Sour
65 Flower parts
66 Exonorate
69 Vibrated
70 Greek island
71 Knot-tying spot
73 Japanese stringed instrument
74 Amahl’s creator
76 Old call for attention
78 An airline
80 thirtysomething star
82 Belg. neighbor (with “the”)
84 Kelly sang in it
85 Ms. Korbut
86 He starred in TV’s Wiseguy
87 Twilight’s creator
89 Mythical avian
91 Carnival city
95 Gawgaw
96 Exterminate nits
98 Sun spot?
100 Rug makers
102 Holiday, for one
103 Reagan’s Weinberger
105 Code name?
106 Mutual of ___
107 Salad bar nuggets
109 Soap Box Derby city
111 “No need to tell me”
112 Double curve
114 Sported
115 Fork point
116 Gerund finishers
118 Uncluttered
119 Perry’s creator
120 Exxon, before
122 Porter’s “You’re the ___”
124 Bally follower
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